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Vindeon is a brand-new fantasy role-playing game focusing heavily on immersive
acting and fast action rules, enabling players to get the most out of their game
sessions. The Setting The world is not healed. The elves, dwarves and humans
have just begun to recover and rebuild after the devastation wrought by conflict
and change. But not all. Some realms fell in the chaos, and now lies in ruins or
serve even darker purposes. In this time of instability, you are trying to find your
place in the world. There is no telling what fate Vindeon has in store for you or
your companions. No telling how small or grand adventure looming just beyond
the horizon or behind the next bend of the forest trail. Player - Character You play
a character in a darkening, torn world, who embarks on an adventure or
campaign, forging your destiny along the way or die trying. The world is
unforgiving an often brutal, but it is not yet bereft of love and joy. There will
always be hope. Embark on these undertakings as one of the three playable
races: humans, dwarves and elves, choose from nine unique human, dwarven or
elven cultures and their culture-specific professions, to customize your character
to fit your preferred play-style and acting. Or go rogue and create a profession of
your own. Fate is in your hands! Welcome to Vindeon
Dragonfire Quest is the first digital bundle in The Dragonfire Novels: The
Complete Series and includes the three books that launch the Dragon's Tail Wars
between the Pyr, dragon shifters pledged to defend the treasures of the earth,
and the evil Slayers, dragon shifters bent on destroying both the Pyr and the
humans they protect. In Kiss of Fire, dragon shifter Quinn Tyrrell is caught
between the firestorm with his destined mate, Sara Keenan, and his hereditary
responsibilities as the Smith of the Pyr. But Quinn has learned to be skeptical of
his fellow dragon shifters and it's only when the evil Slayers target Sara that he
realizes he needs the help of his own kind. Can pragmatic Sara be persuaded to
believe that she's his destined mate and the foretold Seer of the Pyr? Can Quinn
win Sara's heart before it's too late for them, their firestorm, and the Pyr? In Kiss
of Fury, Donovan Shea, the dragon shifter assigned to defend scientist Alex
Madison from the Slayers who have killed her partner, is surprised by the spark
of his own firestorm. Donovan has no interest in commitment, especially one who
has nightmares about dragons. All the same, there's something special about
Alex, something that feeds a heat in Donovan beyond that of the firestorm. Can
they work together to save her invention, the Green Machine, without
surrendering to the firestorm's demand? If they embrace the promise of a future
together, will the Slayers attack Alex again? In Kiss of Fate, Erik Sorensson,
leader of the Pyr, has to confront past failures when he has a second chance at
true love. Outspoken and independent Eileen Grosvenor isn't what Erik expects
in a mate, but he admires her creativity and her resilience. Eileen has her doubts
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about trusting a dragon shifter, but when she's targeted by Slayers for the
treasure she's claimed, having a good dragon on her side sounds like a plan.
Can Erik and Eileen learn to work together to triumph in time—over Slayers, the
wounds of the past, and even their own assumptions? *** The Dragonfire Series
of Paranormal Romances Each Dragonfire Novel is a complete romance, but you
would probably prefer to read them in order to follow the story of the Dragon's
Tail Wars, the final battle for supremacy between the Pyr and the evil Slayers.
The series is complete with fourteen stories. 1. Kiss of Fire (Quinn and Sara) 2.
Kiss of Fury (Donovan and Alex) 3. Kiss of Fate (Erik and Eileen) 4. Winter Kiss
(Delaney and Ginger) 5. Harmonia's Kiss (a short story about the Dragon's Tooth
Warriors) 6. Whisper Kiss (Niall and Rox) 7. Darkfire Kiss (Rafferty and Melissa)
8. Flashfire (Lorenzo and Cassie) 9. Ember's Kiss (Brandon and Liz) 10. Kiss of
Danger (a Dragon Legion novella featuring Alexander and Katina) 11. Kiss of
Darkness (a Dragon Legion novella featuring Damien and Petra) 12. Kiss of
Destiny (a Dragon Legion novella featuring Thad and Aura) 13. Serpent's Kiss
(Thorolf and Chandra) 14. Firestorm Forever (Sloane and Sam, plus Drake and
Veronica, and Marcus and Jac. Yes, this book has THREE firestorms and is the
big finish.) The three Dragon Legion novellas are also available in a bundle called
The Dragon Legion Collection. There is a world guide in the works called Here
Be Dragons: A Dragonfire Companion. *** Keywords: dragon, dragon shifter
romance, destined mate, action adventure, urban fantasy romance, dragonfire,
romantic comedy, outsider, opposites attract, blacksmith, Sherrilyn Kenyon,
Donna Grant, Thea Harrison, Jennifer Ashley, Christine Feehan, Lara Adrian, G.
A. Aiken
The JCIM derives from the Hugh Lynn Cayce version of the Course, which was
completed by Helen Shucman and Bill Thetford in 1972. Later editing by others
removed about 25% of the material contained in the first five chapters and made
numerous editorial changes which affected both the tone and the content of the
message. Many students consider study of the unabridged JCIM version to be
indespensible in their curriculum.Text only. This edition does not include the
Workbook or the Teachers' Manual.There is a good explanation of the JCIM on
our website at http://jcim.net/sacredsource.html. 306 pages plus 102 page
appendix comparing the JCIM with the popular commercial version of the
Course.
Ninth Circle. Treachery. Also known as Tanner Caine.He is a temptation with
cold, dark eyes. A man with a seductive smirk and a body built for pure sin. The
linchpin of a group of wealthy bad boys known as the Inferno.A dark presence
that repels as much as he attracts, Tanner is the poisoned apple I want to bite
even when I know it will destroy me.Our story started in college, but I ran from
him so far I believed I was safe. I should have known he'd find me eventually. I
should have known that nobody escapes. He has me in his sights again with an
offer I can't pass up.I know better than to make a deal with the Devil. Not unless
I'm willing to pay his sensual price... ***Book One now INCLUDES the Prequel
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previously published.******Each novel in the series depicts a unique romance, but
the plots through each book connect in one world. For the best experience, read
the series in order. Nine Standalone novels. Nine dangerous men. Nine
unrepentant sinners you'll hate to love.
Hunt or be hunted . . . A centuries old obsession stalks a noble family fighting to
hide their dark secret from an ever-changing world. Sink your teeth into Nancy
Gideon's Touched by Midnight series. A Wicked Legacy . . . Terrified by her
unusual strength and frightening urges, Nicole Radouix's sheltered country life is
shattered when she discovers her family's secret-- she's the daughter of a mortal
mother and vampire father. Stricken, she flees to the seductive lure of the city to
discover the truth about who and what she is. But the turmoil of post-revolution
Paris is no place for an innocent. A Wild Desire . . . Finding herself under the
protection of noble ex-patriot Marchand La Valois, Nicole is pulled into deadly
underworld struggles, both political and vampiric. As their passions ignite,
Marchand soon realizes the lovely Nicole is more predator than prey and may be
more of a threat than the unruly streets outside. An Unthinkable Dilemma . . .
Desperate to control her dark desires, Nicole accepts an offer of guidance from a
hypnotic enemy, ensnaring both her and Marchand in a dangerous web of
centuries' old revenge. To escape their deadly nighttime games, Nicole must
embrace her immortality. But will it cost her Marchand's eternal love? "A treasure
trove of unearthly delights! Readers will want to induct Ms. Gideon into the
vampire storyteller's Hall of Fame!"--Romantic Times "An extraordinary, moving
and sensual tale of supernatural love powerful enough to defy death. Nancy
Gideon is a bright artistic star of epic proportion in the supernatural galaxy. Five
Star!"--Affaire de Coeur A fast-paced, surprisingly believable look into a dark and
mysterious world where only the greatest of loves can flourish!"--The Literary
Times Nancy Gideon is the award-winning author of over fifty-eight novels
ranging from historical and contemporary suspense to paranormal, including her
Touched by Midnight vampire romance series, with a couple of horror
screenplays thrown into the mix. When not at the keyboard or working full time as
a legal assistant, she can be found feeding her addictions for Netflix and all
things fur, feather, and fin in Southwestern Michigan. For more on Nancy visit
http://nancygideon.com and http://nancygideon.blogspot.com
In his most challenging work to date, Czech playwright Vaclav Havel has given
the Faust legend a provocative twist. His setting is 'the Institute, ' whose mission
is to combat the 'irrational tendencies' in society through its scientific work.
Personal and professional relationships at this 'lighthouse of truthful knowledge'
are a tissue of lies and sycophancy in which all concerned willingly collude.
Andres Calderon risked everything—his heart, his career, and even his family—for love, and lost.
When he returned home, he found his family's ranch seized by the ruthless cartels. Now
Andres trains their horses, waiting for a chance to take back what is his... Humiliated by her
now ex-fiancé, trauma doctor Monica Vasquez agrees to act as an informant for the U.S.
government in the cartel-run town of Copas, Mexico. She expects the danger. She doesn't
expect the heated rush of desire for a cartel horse trainer...especially when that desire grows
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into something deeper and far more complicated. But violence—volatile and deadly—simmers
beneath the surface of this small Mexican town. And when it erupts, Monica and Andres will
have to decide how much they trust their love...and each other. Books in the Dangerous Desire
series: Desire and Deception Secrets and Seduction Temptation and Treachery
In my line of work, I know where the bodies are buried.This time, that knowledge has delivered
danger to my doorstep. After a cartel member goes missing, his disappearance is somehow
traced back to me. That's when Montoya--my brother's business partner-- bursts back into my
life, vowing to protect me. But I want nothing to do with him. I watched my brother lose himself
to the demands of the cartel, and I'll be damned if I'm going to get swept up in the same web.
In my younger days I fantasized about Montoya's lips on mine. Now, I'm a grown woman who
knows the price of giving in to those desires. Unable to deter him, I find myself locked down
with Montoya steadfast by my side. Can we escape the noose of danger tightening around my
throat? Or will our magnetic attraction provide the nearing enemy with a weapon to wield
against us? **This is a Dark Mafia Billionaire Romance series containing mature themes, adult
situations, and graphic violence. If you are not prepared to deal with this, please pass on the
opportunity. **The story starts with Stealing Iris, continues with Saving Bonnie, and ends in
Seducing Mattie.
When her parents are murdered before her eyes, sixteen-year-old Helen Cartwright finds
herself launched into an underground London where a mysterious organization controls the
balance of good and evil. Helen learns that she is one of three remaining angelic descendants
charged with protecting the world's past, present, and future. Unbeknownst to her, she has
been trained her whole life to accept this responsibility. Now, as she finds herself town
between one of the brothers protecting her and the devastatingly handsome childhood friend
who wants to destroy her, she must prepare to be brave, to be hunted, and above all to be
strong, because temptation will be hard to resist, even for an angel.
Enjoy reading this romantic story rendition of the period of Scottish history that is based on
Robert the Bruce. This edition contains all three volumes of the original work.
I live by three rules... Don't trust anyone Don't get involved in other people's shit Don't get
tangled up with a woman The day I met her, I broke them all I’m on the hunt for Conrado Villa.
Positioning myself at the café his mother frequents, I’m hoping she’ll lead me right to him.
Instead, I witness Bonnie, the beautiful café owner, walking in on a robbery. Unable to help
myself, I sprint in to rescue her. Learning this isn’t the first theft she’s endured, I realize
there's far more to this story than meets the eye. While tracking down Conrado is my top
priority, Bonnie sways my attention with a tempting offer: I keep her safe and she’ll grant me
an all access pass to that luscious body of hers. Can I honor my obligations while keeping the
dazzling beauty safe? Or will she be a distraction I pay for with my life? **This is a Dark Mafia
Romance containing mature themes, adult situations, and graphic violence. If you are not
prepared to deal with this, please pass on the opportunity. **The story started with Stealing Iris.
It will end in Seducing Mattie
Reproduction of the original: The Days of Bruce by Grace Aguilar

"Hugh Wynne, Free Quaker" by S. Weir Mitchell. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
The bestselling author of the Valdemar novels pens a classic tale about King Arthur's
legendary queen. Gwenhwyfar moves in a world where gods walk among their pagan
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worshipers, where nebulous visions warn of future perils, and where there are two
paths for a woman: the path of the Blessing or the rarer path of the Warrior.
Gwenhwyfar chooses the latter, giving up the power that she is born into. Yet the
daughter of a King is never truly free to follow her own calling. Acting as the "son" her
father never had, when called upon to serve another purpose by the Ladies of the Well,
she bows to circumstances to become Arthur's queen-only to find herself facing
temptation and treachery, intrigue, love and redemption.
A lost love returns, rekindling forgotten passions… In Jane Austen's Sense and
Sensibility, when Marianne Dashwood marries Colonel Brandon, she puts her
heartbreak over dashing scoundrel John Willoughby in the past. Three years later,
Willoughby's return throws Marianne into a tizzy of painful memories and exquisite
feelings of uncertainty. Willoughby is as charming, as roguish, and as much in love with
her as ever. And the timing couldn't be worse—with Colonel Brandon away and
Willoughby determined to win her back, will Marianne find the strength to save her
marriage, or will the temptation of a previous love be too powerful to resist? Praise for
Lydia Bennet's Story: "A breathtaking Regency romp!"— Diana Birchall, author of Mrs.
Darcy's Dilemma "An absolute delight to read."— Historical Novels Review "Odiwe
emulates Austen's famous wit, and manages to give Lydia a happily-ever-after ending
worthy of any Regency romance heroine."— Booklist "Odiwe pays nice homage to
Austen's stylings and endears the reader to the formerly secondary character, spoiled
and impulsive Lydia Bennet."— Publisher's Weekly "Rollicking good fun with a surprise
twist."— Austenprose
In WHAT THE DARK BRINGS, Edward Lorn shared stories of hope, heartache, and
horror. Now Lorn returns with tales of terror, temptation, and treachery. Water
monsters, werewolves, leprechauns, and killer toilets are but a few of the OTHERS &
ODDITIES you will find here. Meet you on the other side.
David Weber’s bestselling Safehold Series Boxed Set 1 includes: Off Armageddon
Reef, By Schism Rent Asunder, and By Heresies Distressed Humans have fled from
Earth, which their enemies, the Gbaba, have left in smoldering ruins. The few human
survivors rebuild on the Earth-like planet of Safehold. But the Gbaba can detect the
emissions of an industrial civilization, so the human rulers take extraordinary measures
to keep Safehold society medieval forever. Off Armageddon Reef—In a hidden chamber
on Safehold, an android from the far human past awakens. Via automated recordings,
"Nimue"—or, rather, the android with the memories of Lieutenant Commander Nimue
Alban—is told her fate: she will emerge into Safeholdian society, suitably disguised, and
begin the process of provoking the technological progress which the Church of God
Awaiting has worked for centuries to prevent. By Schism Rent Asunder—Charis may
control the world's seas, but it barely has an army worthy of the name. And as King
Cayleb knows, far too much of the kingdom's recent good fortune is due to the secret
manipulations of the being that calls himself Merlin-a being that, the world must not find
out too soon, is more than human. By Heresies Distressed — The youthful Queen
Sharleyan of Chisholm has wed King Cayleb of Charis, forging a single dynasty, a
single empire, dedicated to the defense of human freedom. And so Empress Sharleyan
faces the greatest challenge of her life, unaware of all that task truly entails. Safehold
Series #1 Off Armageddon Reef #2 By Schism Rent Asunder #3 By Heresies
Distressed #4 A Mighty Fortress #5 How Firm a Foundation #6 Midst Toil and
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Tribulation #7 Like a Mighty Army #8 Hell's Foundations Quiver #9 At the Sign of
Triumph At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
This volume contains the original "Course in Miracles" text, as well as the "Course for
Miracles for Teachers" and "The 360 Lessons."
First published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
One act of passion can save the world… Scientist Alexandra Madison was on the verge
of unveiling an invention that would change the world. Then her partner was murdered,
their lab was burned, and their prototype was destroyed. While Alex is in the hospital
recovering from burns suffered in the fire, recurring dragon-haunted nightmares
threaten to land her in the psychiatric ward, but she knows she has to escape to her lab
to rebuild the Green Machine. Handsome, daring, and impulsive, Donovan Shea is
more than willing to do his part in the Pyr/Slayer war. Assigned to protect Alex,
Donovan is shocked when her presence ignites his firestorm. He has no desire for a
destined mate, but Alex’s intelligence and determination inspire him to join the fight to
save her invention. With the Slayers closing in, Donovan knows he would surrender his
life for Alex…and lose his heart to possess her. “Epic battles, suspense, ecological
concerns, humor, and romance are highlights that readers can expect in this tale.
Excellent writing, a smart story, and exceptional characters earn this novel the RRT
Perfect 10 Rating. Don’t miss the very highly recommended KISS OF
FURY.”—Romance Reviews Today *** The Dragonfire Series of Paranormal Romances
Each Dragonfire Novel is a complete romance, but you would probably prefer to read
them in order to follow the story of the Dragon's Tail Wars, the final battle for
supremacy between the Pyr and the evil Slayers. The series is complete with fourteen
stories. 1. Kiss of Fire (Quinn and Sara) 2. Kiss of Fury (Donovan and Alex) 3. Kiss of
Fate (Erik and Eileen) 4. Winter Kiss (Delaney and Ginger) 5. Harmonia's Kiss (a short
story about the Dragon's Tooth Warriors) 6. Whisper Kiss (Niall and Rox) 7. Darkfire
Kiss (Rafferty and Melissa) 8. Flashfire (Lorenzo and Cassie) 9. Ember's Kiss (Brandon
and Liz) 10. Kiss of Danger (a Dragon Legion novella featuring Alexander and Katina)
11. Kiss of Darkness (a Dragon Legion novella featuring Damien and Petra) 12. Kiss of
Destiny (a Dragon Legion novella featuring Thad and Aura) 13. Serpent's Kiss (Thorolf
and Chandra) 14. Firestorm Forever (Sloane and Sam, plus Drake and Veronica, and
Marcus and Jac. Yes, this book has THREE firestorms and is the big finish.) The three
Dragon Legion novellas are also available in a bundle called The Dragon Legion
Collection. There is a world guide in the works called Here Be Dragons: A Dragonfire
Companion. *** Keywords: dragon, dragon shifter romance, destined mate, action
adventure, urban fantasy romance, dragonfire, romantic comedy, friends to lovers,
warrior, scientist, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Donna Grant, Thea Harrison, Jennifer Ashley,
Christine Feehan, Lara Adrian, G. A. Aiken
"The only edition that contains in one place all of the writings that Dr. Helen Schucman,
its Scribe, authorized to be printed"--P. [4] of cover.
"A self study educational program for retraining the mind that is spiritual, rather than
religious, in its perspective. Although the Course uses Christian terminology, it
expresses a universal experience, and its underlying ontology is reminiscent of ancient
refrains, echoing the world's most hallowed traditions."--]cFrom publisher's description.
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Tessa Marshal agreed to make her last night in Mexico memorable, but she didn't
expect that to include being dragged out of her car in the middle of the night. She
wakes up to find herself bound on the floor of a cartel safe-house, having to account for
her part in a double-cross. Kristopher "Kris" Harmon has spent years undercover
climbing the ranks within the Mexican cartel. He walks a tight line between vicious drug
runners with agendas of their own and working with the cartel leaders he's trying to
organize. Any distraction could prove fatal for him. Their worlds collide when Tessa is
mistaken for a drug mule and taken captive. As time runs out for both of them, Tessa
has to reach beyond her fears and trust a stranger while Kris must choose between his
lifelong ambitions and saving Tessa's life. If they want to survive, both must trust that
there is more to the other than what meets the eye. Books in the Dangerous Desire
series: Desire and Deception Secrets and Seduction Temptation and Treachery
Only one kind of dragon will survive the Dragon’s Tail Wars… In the final battle between
the dragon shifters known as the Pyr and their enemies, the dragon shifters known as
the Slayers, only one kind can survive. The Pyr are pledged to defend the treasures of
the earth, including their destined mates. The Slayers are bent on exterminating
humans from the face of the planet. When dragons soar into battle, each Pyr has his
role to play, but when the firestorm sparks, his loyalties are divided. The firestorm
indicating the presence of his fated mate and the one woman who ban bear his son and
its spark snares each Pyr between his responsibility to his own kind, his need to defend
his mate, and the battle against Slayers who inevitably attack. The war begins with Kiss
of Fire, when the Smith of the Pyr, Quinn, follows the heat of the firestorm to his mate,
Sara—can he defend her alone or will he have to rejoin the Pyr he so distrusts? In Kiss
of Fury, Donovan is assigned to protect a scientist afraid of dragons—can he resist Alex,
the mate he never wanted, when she steals his heart? In Kiss of Fate, Erik, the leader
of the Pyr, has an unexpected second chance with his fated mate—can he and Eileen
heal the wounds of the past to create a future together while battling Erik’s old foe? In
Winter Kiss, Delaney is determined to destroy the Dragon’s Blood Elixir that gives the
Slayers immortality, regardless of the cost to himself—but when his fiery mate, Ginger, is
at risk, he has to survive to ensure her safety. In the short story, Harmonia’s Kiss,
Drake and the Dragon Legion hunt an old evil in their ancient homeland. In Whisper
Kiss, Niall is battling his twin brother when his firestorm sparks with tattoo artist
Rox—can these two opposites overcome their differences to defeat the Slayers? In
Darkfire Kiss, Rafferty and his mate, Melissa, set out to destroy the Slayers‘ hidden
Academy despite the odds against them—can their firestorm ever be satisfied, given
Melissa’s past? In Flashfire, outcast and illusionist Lorenzo has rejected his Pyr legacy,
until photographer Cassie is at risk—can he embrace his surrendered powers to save his
firestorm and her? In Ember’s Kiss, pro surfer Brandon wants nothing to do with
dragons or the Pyr—can his destined mate, Liz, an elemental witch, help him overcome
the past when he’s caught in a Slayer‘s spell? In the three Dragon Legion novellas,
Kiss of Danger, Kiss of Darkness and Kiss of Destiny, the darkfire crystal sweeps Drake
and the Dragon Legion into the past—can these warriors make their second chances at
love count with the elemental witches who are their mates? In Serpent’s Kiss, Thorolf
is targeted and enchanted by Slayers determined to snatch victory in the last moments
of the Dragon’s Tail Wars—can his mysterious mate, a shapeshifter in her own right,
guide him through the maze between myth and reality to fulfill his destiny? In Firestorm
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Forever, Sloane, the Apothecary of the Pyr, has to heal the world after a deadly virus is
brought from the ancient world by Slayers and released on the world—can he persuade
upon his destined mate, Samantha, a medical researcher, whose only son was killed by
the virus, to work alongside the Pyr? Dragonfire: The Complete Series includes all
fourteen works in the Dragonfire series of passionate, thrilling, paranormal romances by
Deborah Cooke, featuring the Pyr, hot dragon shifter heroes, and their fated mates
locked in an epic battle against the evil Slayers. Dive into the paranormal realm of the
Pyr and the Dragon’s Tail War, a dragon fight to the finish between the Pyr and the
Slayers for domination of the world. Grab this enormous digital boxed set today and
watch the sparks of the firestorm fly! *** dragon shifter romance, paranormal romance,
complete series, destined mate, fated mate, enemies to lovers, slow burn, boxed set,
series boxed set, elemental witches, fantasy romance, time travel romance, scars,
orphan, band of brothers For fans of: Sherrilyn Kenyon, Donna Grant, Thea Harrison,
Jennifer Ashley, Christine Feehan, Lara Adrian, G. A. Aiken, Genevieve Jack, Jesse
Donovan, Eve Langlais, Michele M. Pillow, Kresley Cole, Ilona Andrews, JR Ward,
Coreene Callahan, S. E. Smith
HONOR -- Adam Stanford, Earl of Ashworth, has always done the right thing. DESIRE -- Lady
Catherine Bourgeault, lonely and rejected, longs to experience passion, to love just once in her
life. TREACHERY -- The Baron Bourgeault, to what extremes will an obsessive, unstable man
go to achieve his own dark ends? SEDUCTION -- In the face of a love that will not be denied,
Adam and Catherine risk everything to be together. BETRAYAL -- What price must Catherine
and Adam pay for a forbidden love in a time when honor meant everything?
V. 12 contains: The Archer...Christmas, 1877.
Offers ecumenical meditations on love, perception, forgiveness, eternal life, and theoretical
concepts in theology
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